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NUMERICAL  SOLUTIONS TO EQUATIONS 
MODELL ING NONLINEARLY  INTERACTING 
AGE-DEPENDENT POPULAT IONS 
T. V. KOSTOVA~" 
Research Group for Mathematical Modelling in Biology, United Center of Biology, 
Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, Sofia, Bulgaria 
Abstraet--A finite difference method for a system of hyperbolic partial differential-integral equations 
describing nonlinearly interacting age-dependent population dynamics is discussed. Boundedness of the 
numerical approximations and unconditional convergence of the method are proved. The proof is based 
on a discrete Gronwall-type inequality established in the paper. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The equations of nonlinear age-dependent population dynamics (NADP) were introduced 
by Gurtin and MacCamy [1] as a generalization of the Lotka-von Foerster model of linear 
age-dependent population dynamics. On the one hand, this system of integrodifferential equations 
is a challenge to pure analysts opening a vast field of uninvestigated problems. On the other, it 
may find various applications: in demography (where much data on fertility, mortality, population 
density dependence, tc. has been accumulated), in parasitology, epidemiology and cellular biology 
(where the organisms under consideration pass through several important stages, each pass being 
age and density dependent), etc. This is an explanation of the fact that a rapidly increasing number 
of publications on this problem have appeared since 1974. We shall mention only several of the 
recent ones: Webb [2], Gyllenberg and Webb [3], Gyllenberg [4], Zachmann [5], etc. The question 
of existence, uniqueness and stability of solutions are the main concern of the growing pile of 
publications on NADP. In this context we shall specially mention the work of Venturino [6] who 
considered systems of partial differential-integral equations modelling the dynamics of nonlinearly 
interacting age-dependent populations (NIADP)--a model general enough to cover different ypes 
of intraspecies interactions (predator-prey, competition, symbiosis, parasitism, etc.) 
In the present work we consider the NIADP problem from the point of view of numerical 
analysis. There are several reasons for doing so: (i) in applied investigations it is recommendable 
to have a tool for finding solutions of those complex nonlinear systems of equations; (ii) the results 
of numerical experiments may serve to formulate conjectures on the qualitative behaviour of 
solutions; (iii) the problem of finding suitable numerical approximations and their order of 
convergence is worth attention by itself. 
In Ref. [7] Kostova considered the discretized method of lines (the Rothe method) applied to 
a special case of the Gurtin-MacCamy's equation. It was shown that for the sake of convergence 
[with rate of order O(h)] the steps of discretization trand h along the age and time axes should 
satisfy the condition a = O(h2). Therefore this method will be computationally more expensive 
than one with the same rate of convergence and no special requirements on a and h. 
The most apparent way to obtain numerical approximations to integrodifferential equations is 
to replace the derivatives by finite differences and the integrals by quadrature formulae. In Kostova 
and Marcheva [8] the Gurtin-MacCamy equation was solved numerically in this way with some 
conditions on the step h. In the present work we apply this method to a modification of the NIADP 
problem (a slightly more general case) and show that the numerical approximations are bounded 
and the rate of convergence is O (h), if the solutions have second derivatives which satisfy some 
continuity conditions. The method is applicable also in the case of inconsistent initial and boundary 
conditions. 
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When this paper was completed the author become familiar with a number of works by Milner 
and co-workers [9-12] treating the numerical solution of some generalized versions of the 
Gurtin-MacCamy equations: NADP with spatial diffusion and a two-sex NADP. 
2. THE NIADP PROBLEM 
2.1. Statement of the problem 
Consider the following system of equations: 
AND ITS MODIF ICATION 
where 
and: 
Du = - d[a, Q(t)]u, 
u(0, t) = C[t, Q(t)] + B[t, Q(t)] 
u(a, O) = ¢0 (a), 
Q(t) = f'j0 ~ q(a)u(a, t) da, 
B(t, Q) = b(a, Q)u(a, t) da 
(1) 
(2) 
u = (ut . . . . .  u,) T, Dx(a, t) = lim [x(a +h, t + h) - x(a, t)]/h, 
h~O 
Du = (Oul . . . .  , Ou,) r, b(a, Q) = [bij(a, Q)]i"j= l, 
d(a, Q) = diag[d~(a, Q)]7=,, C(t, Q) = [C~(t, Q) , . . . ,  C,(t, Q)]r, 
q(a) = diag[ql(a)]7=l, ff~(a) = [4h(a) . . . . .  4~,(a)] x.
Everywhere above and below what follows the bold letters indicate vectors and matrices. 
The original NIADP problem as formulated in Venturino [6] has the form of formula (1) with 
C = 0, q = I (the unit matrix). 
The functions in the right-hand side of equations (1) have the usual meaning with the exception 
of the newly-introduced ones: 
Ci(t, P) is the number of newborns in the ith population having origin other than births given 
by individuals of the population under consideration (for example, due to immigration or invasion). 
The second term in equation (12) expresses the presumption that the offsprings of the ith 
population may be given birth also by individuals of other populations. This may sound striking 
but an example are the stages in the development of trematodes in intermediate hosts. Each stage 
has its own mortality and fertility and can be considered as a separate population. One of the stages 
however (rediae) gives birth to young individuals of two different stages (rediae and cercariae). 
q~ are weight functions measuring the influence of the density of individuals of age a on the birth 
and death characteristics. 
2.2. Conditions on the functions 
Let T and A j, j = 1 . . . .  , n be fixed numbers and 
A = max Aj. 
J 
Let: 
S= {(a, t):0 ~<a ~<A + T, 0~< t ~< T}, 
S l={(a , t ) :0~<a<t ,  0~<t~<T}, 
$2= {a, t): t <a  ~<A + T, 0~< t ~< T}, 
qi(a) are supposed to be bounded in any age interval. 
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Cj(t, Q), biu(a,Q), dj(a, Q), j = 1 . . . . .  n are supposed to be bounded functions: 
0 <<. Cj(a, Q) <<. C, 0 <<. biu(a, Q) ~< B, 0 ~< 4(a, Q) ~< D, 
i , j= l  . . . . .  n, 0~<t, 0~<a, 0~<Q. 
We suppose that dCj/dQ, ~b~u/dQ, abJda,  ddHc~ Q exist and are bounded. The initial age 
distributions q~i are supposed to be bounded finite functions supported in the intervals [0, Aj]: 
~bj = 0, for a ~> Aj and a ~< 0 and I Jl < ~0. 
Finally, we suppose that equations (1) and (2) have a solution u(a, t) defined and bounded in 
S and that D2u = D(Du) exists and is continuous on any characteristic line {(a, t): A = t + const} 
and that du/da and au/dt exist and are continuous and bounded in S~ and $2. 
3. F IN ITENESS OF THE SOLUTIONS OF PROBLEM (1) 
The finiteness of the initial age distribution is not only a realistic assumption but also a guarantee 
of the finiteness of the solutions for each fixed t thus simplifying to a great extent he numerical 
treatment of the problem. Really, for a i> t, 
u(a, t) = exp - d[a - t + s, Q(s)] ds • ~(a  - t), 
which is established by integration along the characteristics. Therefore for each t: 
ui (a , t )=O,  i f a />t+A~.  (3) 
4. AN EQUIVALENT FORMULATION OF PROBLEM (1) AND (2) 
Taking into consideration the statement (3), the quantitites in formulae (2) can be equivalently 
defined as: 
Q(t) = q( a )u( a, t) da, 
C 
t+A 
B(t, Q) = b(a, Q)" u(a, t) da 
j0 
and therefore in the region S we can write for convenience the definite integrals 
Q(t) = q(a)u(a, t) da, 
~o 
T + A 
B(t, Q) --- b(a, Q).  u(a, t) da. (2') 
From now on we shall consider problem (1) and (2') and shall call it the modified N IADP 
problem. The important point of this formulation is that all the information about the unknown 
age distributions ui(a, t) in the time interval [0, t] is actually contained in the square 
[0, A + t] × [0, t]. This formulation is very suitable for the numerical analyst who reasons in the 
terms of meshes. 
5. D ISCRETE FORMULATION OF THE MODIF IED NIADP PROBLEM 
For a given h > 0, consider the uniform grid on S: 
cob = {(ak, tt): ak = kh, tl = lh; k = 0 . . . . .  Kh; l = 0 . . . . .  Lh; 
(Kh+ l)h >A + T>>-Khh,(Lh+ 1)h > T>>-Lh}. 
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Consider the following family of systems of difference quations on S, each system defined on 
cot,; h ~ (0, T): 
Wkh +L''+' = [I -- hd(ak, H~qw)]w~", k = 0 . . . . .  Kh -- 1; th = 0 . . . . .  Lh -- 1; 
w °'t =C(tt,  I I~-tw)+[3(I I~- 'qw, w"t- ' ) ,  1 = 1 . . . . .  Lh; 
w~, "° = @(ak), k = 0 . . . . .  Kh -- 1. (4) 
where 
( h~l . . . .  , wh,,) , 
w~hJ are grid functions defined on co b, 
Kh--I 
n~qw = (q°w°a+ 2 ~ qJw~'+ qk*w~h.')" h/2, (5) 
j=l  
[the trapezoidal rule for integral approximation wth q '= q(sh)] and similarly 
f l ( / /~- 'w,w" ' - ' )= b°(H~-tw)-w°"- '+2 bJ(1-1th-'W)W~'-' +bX*(rl~-'w)wf *,'-' "h/2, (6) 
j=l 
where h~(') = b(sh, "). 
The solution of equations (4) consists of the solutions w~  of all systems for all h ~ (0, T). 
6. BOUNDEDNESS OF THE SOLUTION OF EQUATIONS (4) 
Remark 
Further on, all the inequalities should be understood to be componentwise. 
Theorem 6. I 
There exists a constant W, such that: 
IWkh'Jl < W, for all h ~(0, T) and all k =0 . . . .  ,Kh, l  =0 . . . . .  Lb. 
The proof of the above theorem is based on a generalization of Gronwall's discrete inequaltiy 
established by means of the following two statements. 
Lemma 6.1 
Consider the following system of recursive inequalities: 
0 ~< a~ *+t) ~< a~fl + b~fl • Aj, 
0 <<. b~ k+') <<. b~k)B~ + c~s *), 
O<~c~s*+l)<.btflCs, k=l  . . . . .  J -1 .  
O<~a~))<~As, O<.bt))<Bs, O~<c~ ), (7) 
where 
Aj<~A*/J,  B j<~I+B* / J ,  Cs<.C*/J.  
Then there exist constants A**, B**, C** such that: 
ay )~<A**, b~fl~<B**, c~ )~<C**, for all J and s ~< J. 
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Proof. Using the method of induction and keeping in mind the relations among the binomial 
coefficients, we can easily prove the following inequalities: 
+( 
[~k[2-1)  C / -  +\k[2 -1  Bj. , i f k  iseven 
"'" + I/ '(k - 1)/2\ -k (8) 
L~,(k -1 ) /2 )  C~-',/z , if k is oddJ~ 
[~ ),/k/2\ ka if k i seven/  { "~ [ , _ k/2_ C" ' 
+ , <9, 
I [{(k + I)/2'~B C~k_,)/2 if k is odd I k / k / 
\~(k-l)/2] ' s ' / 
(k - l \  k | 
- -  1 ) /2 ]  J , i f  k is 
Now, firstly, after careful examination of the quantities on the right-hand side inequality of (8) 
it becomes apparent that they are part of the terms of the expression 
k-I  
A, ~ (~, + G)'. 
s=O 
Therefore, 
a~ k) < As ~ (Bj + Cj)" <~ A */Y. ~ (I + B*/J + C'J)" <~ const A */(B* + C*) = A **. (I I) 
s=0 s~0 
Secondly, all the terms on the right-hand side of inequality (9) can be limited above in the following 
way: 
Therefore, 
b~ ) < [1 + (B* + C*)/J] k < [I + (B* + C*)/J] s < B** (12) 
and quite similarly 
c~ k~ < cAI + (B* + C*)/Jy < C**. (13) 
This completes the proof of Lemma 6.1. 
Lemma 6.2 
Consider the system of inequalities: 
O~<x~ 
O~<x,~</5 +~'x, 
O<~xj<~.4j+Bjxj_,+Cjxj_2, j=3  . . . . .  J (14) 
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where .4j ~< A'h, t~j <~ 1 + B'h, Cj <~ C'h, Jh <~ H* and A*, B*, C*, H* are positive constants. 
There exists a constant X independent of J, such that: 
xj~<A', for a l l J and  j= l  . . . . .  J. 
Proof. Take a fixed J and a fixed j ~< J and consider inequality (14). Substitute in the latter for 
x:_ ~ the corresponding upper bound: 
xj < ~i~ 2)+ ~2~xj_~ + ¢~)x~_3. 
We can continue further in the same way, thus obtaining for xj a system of inequalities: 
xj ~< ,,i <k) +/~¢k~x J J j_kJl-f(jk)xJ_k_l, k=l  . . . .  , j - - l .  
The coefficients .~k), ~k), ~k) satisfy inequalities of the type considerd in Lemma 6.1, which is 
immediately established. 
Therefore 
x/~< A ** + B**x  2 + C**x  1 . (15) 
This completes the proof of Lemma 6.2. 
Proof of Theorem 6.1. Take a fixed h and an arbitrary l ~< Lh and consider first//~w: 
Kh- t  
[H~qw I ~< (h/2)lq°w°.'l + h. E IqJwkq + Iq'~"wff""l h/2 
j= l  
Kh--2 
<<. {h/2(CI+nBln~-'qwl)+h(1 +hD) ~ qJw~'-~l 
j=O 
+ (1 + hD)lq x~-~wf" - z-'l" h/2} 
[see Section 2.2 and formulae (4)] 
<~ {h/2(Cl + nB II-lth - 'qw l) + h(l + hO)l q°w°'t- 11 + (1 + hD)ll-l~-'qw[} 
<~ {h/2(Cl + nB II-I~-tqw[) + h(1 + hD)(CI + nB In~-~qwl) + (I + hD)ll-l~-'qwl}. 
Thus 
[ H~,qw I ~< {[h/2 + h(1 + hD)]CI + [nB. hi2 + (1 + hD)l[Hth - 'qw I + h(l + hD). nB. I/-t'~- ~qw I}. 
Each vector component of the last inequality is actually of the type considered in Lemma 6.2. 
Therefore there exists a constant H*, such that: 
In£qwl ~n*i, for all h ~(0, T] and all 1=0, . . .  ,Lb. 
Now consider w~ 't. 
In the case when k >i l, 
(1 + hO)klW°"-~ l, if k <~ 1, 
[wg"l~< (l+hO)'lwg-"°l, i f k~>l .  
]w~h'tl ~< (1 + hDyl<P[(k - l)h] < const ~0. 
In the other case: k ~< l, IW0'~-k[ ~< CI + nBI1~-k-~qw <~ (C + nBH*)I. Thus the boundedness o f~ "~ 
is proved. 
7. ERROR ESTIMATES AND CONVERGENCE THEOREM 
Consider the mesh functions u k't and e k'l, defined on ¢oh by: 
ukJ= u(kh, lh) 
ek"=Uk"--W~h J, k= l  . . . . .  Kh; l=1  . . . . .  Lb. 
The vector functions e k'~ are measures of the difference between the solutions of equations (1) and 
(4), i.e. the error. 
e~+1.,+1 -e~" 
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All Q~ below are constants independent of k, l and h. 
= Du(kh, lh) + e k'l 
h h 
= -d[kh, Q(lh)lu(kh, lh) - d[kh, Q(/h)]~J + d[kh, Q(/h)]<" + d(kh, 1-l~qw)wh*'t + ,~" 
= - {d[kh, Q(lh)] - d(kh, II/qw)}w, * ' ' -  d[kh, Q(lh)]e**" + e~". 
In case that DZu(a, t) is continuous on any characteristic, 
I,g"l ~< Q1. h.  i. 
Observe that 
[d[kh, Q(ih)] - d(kh, mqw)l ~ ,~" [r/~,l e I + I Q(Zh) - rg, qu I], 
where 6 is a positive constant, whose existence is guaranteed by the boundedness of c~d/c~Q. 
As ~u/~a is supposed to be continuous and bounded in Si and $2: 
I Q( lh ) -  ll~qu[ < O(h)I. Therefore it follows that 
leg+','+' I ~< (1 + hD)leg" I + 6WllTfqelh + Q2h ~. I 
fork =0, 1 . . . . .  Kh-- 1;l =0,  1 . . . . .  L~-- 1. 
An estimate for e °J, /--- 1 , . . . ,  L, is obtained from equations (42) and (1): 
e~" = C [lh, Q(lh )1 - C [lh, 17 ~- i qw] + b[a, Q( /h) ]u (a ,  lh )da - B (H  ~-1 qw, wf l - I  ) . 
I.dO 
Then 
I c[th, Q(th)] - c(th, n~-'qw) I ~ I c(th, n~-lqu) - c(th, n~-Iqw) I 
+ I C[/h, Q(lh)] - C{th, Q[(I - 1)hl} I + [C{ih, Q[(I - l)hl} - C(th, Flth - lqu)]. 
Consider the expression I C[lh, Q(lh)] - C{lh, Q[(I - 1)h]} 1. 
If, I I Q(/h) - Q[(I - 1)hll = ,-1)4 q(a) {u(a, lh) - u[a, (l - 1)h]} da + Q3h| 
(as 0u/0e is supposed to be continuous and bounded in $1 and $2) 
<~Q4hI, as u is bounded. 
Therefore 
and 
I c[zh, Q(lh)] - C{lh, Q[(I - 1)hi} I ~ QshI 
I C[lk, Q(lk)] - C(lk,/-/~-' qw)J ~< 0 [/-/~-' qe[ + Q6hl, 
where 0 is a positive constant. On the other side: 
b[a, Q(lh)]u(a, lh) da ~(/7~-'qw, 
('A+T I ~< J0 {b[a, Q( lh) lu(a ,  lh) - b(a, Q[(I - 1)hlu[a,(/- 1)h/} da 
+ ] f f+rb{a,  Q[ ( I - l )h ]}u[a , ( l -  1)h] da - , ( / /~ , - 'qu ,  u~J-t)} 
+ I ~(th, n~- 'qu, uh.'- ') - ~(n~-'  qw, w;'- ')1 
(16) 
(17) 
(19) 
(18) 
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(and as Ou/Ot is supposed to be continuous and bounded in St and S: and u is supposed to be 
bounded) 
<~Q7hI + I u),"- l )  _ ,8 ( / /~,- 'qu, w~, J- t) I + I w), J- ') 
- .a(r/~,-' qw, w~.,-') I ~< Q~hl + ,7" I n~,- tqel, 
where r/is a positive constant. 
Inequalities (17)-(19) result in 
Finally, 
le~"l ~< t'cln~-'qel + QshI. (20) 
i.e. 
Now, let us estimate I//~- t qe [. 
/ /~- lqe= q°e~"+2 ~ ~e~'t+qX~e xh h/2. 
j= l  
Making use of inequalities (16) and (20) one gets: 
In£qel ~< n~lqe I ~< (h/2)t¢//~-l Iqel + Q9h21 
Kh-2 
+ h" E [(1 + hD)lqJek'-~l + h6Wnth -' Iqel + Q2h21] 
j=0 
+ (h/2). (1 + hD)lq '~ -'e~ -"'-' I + Iqel + Q,oh~I 
~< (h/2)~crW ' Iqe[ + Qgh21 + (1 + hD)/-/~-' Iqe I 
+ hfA + T)6WrW'lqe I + (h/2)(l + hD)lq°e°,'-' I + Qtoh2I, 
Further on, 
and 
n~lqe I ~< (1 + h.  const)-/ /~-l  Iqe I + (h/2)(1 + hD)N. n~-2lqe[ + Q,, h2I. (22) 
Each component of inequality (21) is of the type considered in Lemma 6.2. Therefore, following 
the proof of Lemma 6.2 and Lemma 6.1, one can apply inequalities (11)-(13) and (15) and obtain 
rt~lqe I < Q12h~/[h •const + (h/2)(l + hD)N]I + [1 + h- const + (h/2)(1 + hD)N] t- 'nLIqe I. 
lek" I ~< Q13h2I, for k > 0 [see inequalities (16) and (21)] 
le°'tl ~ Qt,,hl [see inequality (20)]. 
Therefore there exists a constant Q~5 independent of k, 1 and h such that 
n lqel < Q,,hI. (23) 
Combining inequalities (16), (23), (20) and (21), one obtains the following result. 
Theorem 7.1 
There exists a constant Q* independent of k, 1, h such that le~"l ~ Q*h. 
Finally, we can state the following. 
Theorem 7.2 
Suppose that D~n exists and is continuous on the characteristic lines and that Ou/Oa and an~Or 
exist and are continuous and bounded in St and S2. Let (ao, to)~ S and (a0, to)e o~h,, for some h. 
Then there exists a constant Q** such that for any series {h;}~=~, he--,0, such that 
(a0, to) = (k~hi, l~hj) ~ o~h~, i = 1, 2 . . . . .  it is valid 
Io, g? - u(a0, t0)l ~< Q**hi. 
]ek'°[ = 0. (21) 
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We shall stress at the end on a obv ious  but  very useful result. 
Remark 
Theorem 7.2 and  the existence of  the desired solut ions immediate ly  imply their un iqueness  and  
nonnegat iv i ty .  
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